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ABSTRACT
This report is a continuation and updating of 0 previous survey of data
management systems (RADC-TR-189, Vol. II, July 1965 (AD-469-269)).
GIS (IBM), IDS (GE), and MULTICS (BTL GE, MIT) are discussed and
compared with DM-4 (AUERBACH Corporation). 01 Ehese systems, only DM-1
(described in Volumes I and II of this Final Report) and GIS have all the characteristics
of a generalized data management system, as the termn is defined in this report, IDS
is a programming system with extended random-access capability, and MULTICS
is an operating system for a multiuser, n ultiprocessang system.
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SECTION I.

INTRODUCTION

This comparative survey of large-scale data management systems is submitted to Rome Air Development Center in accordance with Change "A" to Contract
AF 30 (602) - 3820, dated 14 October 1965, and is part of the Final Report for that
contract (Completion of ADPS DESIGN for Reliability Central). This report also iepresents a continuation and updating of a survey of data management systems submitted to
RADC as part of a prior contract. *
These surveys are intended po document current techniques in data management, and to indicate how the AUERBACH data management system for the Reliability
Analysis Central, DM-I, ** has drawn on avP'0a.le data kinagement technology, and
rvhere it has contributed to that technology.

J. Sable, et al: Design
of Reiabillty
Data Meanement
Subsy3tem.
i~i•RADC-TR-65--189,
Vol II.,
Jody 1965 Central
(AD-469-269).
Contract AF
30 (602) - 3433.
* DM-I Is AUERBACH Corporation's designation fok the data management system
design referred to in the 1965 repovt as the Reliability Central Data Management
System. References to DM-l in this volume refer to the system de6ign an documented
.h Volumes I and 11 of the 1966 Finad Report.
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(1965) survey are as follows:
The systems covered ia the earlier
RECOL (RCA)
ACSIMATIC (RCA)
ASO SYSTEM (University of Pennsaylvania)
IPS (IBM)
HQ, USAF SYSTEM (IBM)
COLINGO (MITRE)
LUCID (SDC)

AD k-. 1!.7-`"r.:)"

In this report, some material on MULTICS (BTL, GE, MIT) is presented,
and IDS (GE) and '3IS (IBM) are covered in some detail-

Of these three systems, only

GIS hub a`N thc -'haracter!5tics of a generalized data management system (as the term is
defined in Section II).

)DSis a programming system, ani' MULTICS is an operating

system.
As stated in the 1965 survey, it is difficult to present a comparative survey
of several systems in one technical area, without giving the errontus impression that
judgment is being passed

P'i

the approach taken in the systems under consideration.

There is no such intent in this report.

In order to make comparative analysis meaningful,

the functions, design feetures, and operational capabilities of the AUERBACH DM- I are
compared with each of the other systems.

These comparisons should be treated as

comparisons of facts, not as judgments as to whether the features planned for DM-1
should have been present in the other sysLems or vk

versa.

For the benefit of the reader who has not read Volumes I qnd II of this report
DM-I is an extended data management and operating system for data processing jobs.
It provides a user-oriented comr-and language and query system, but Its nrogrammer
interface is via a service package accessible through a procedure call (subroutine mode).
It doeG not contain a unique procedural language, but it will accept (as does any operating
system) programs compiled from any source language.

However, all references to the

data base are made as logical item requests via service package calls so tit.;' - Physical
1O statements exist !n the source program (therefore, no I/0 instructions appear In the
b,,jcct program).

This allows the programmer to code in any appropriate procedural

language and allows dati references to be parameterized and bound for the service
package at Job fixecotion time.

1-2

44

A Bet of system support jobs exists in DM- 1. These jobs, WIh'
requested via a user-oriented command language, are used to d~i ine new ,iaU?.
for the data base, iit~orporate and maintain the datL,, and enter new prog ran,
definitions.
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SECTION F, TERMINOLOGY

Many d&a processing centers exist in a problem environment vhich is
characterized by a large data base and Atringent rcquirements for the rapid and
accurate assimilation of new data, changes in the data structure, interrogation of
data content, and analytic results based on data content.

Examples of such problem

environments iaclude intell~gence and command and control applications in the miiitary
and management information and Inventory control applications in industry, to namp
a few.

A data nmanagement system is defined as the software environment which the

data processing corter provides as a to1l tro a staff of users, programmers, and
operators reuponsible for maintenance, query, and analysis of the data base.
In order to sharply focus the uiscýussion of system characteristics in this
csudy, it will "* important to discriminate among different, albeit closely related,
conncepts. Beciuse of the still early stage of development of the data management
system field, and the utilization of equally miew techniques in time and facility sharing,
these I-nncepts have aot had the benefit of standardization of terminology.
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One aspect that is essential to the clear understanding ,-f data management
systems is the distinction between data content and data structure.

Data structure

refers to the relationship between items (as named classes of data) such as the generic
relationship among EMPLOYEE NAME, EMPLOYEE RECORD, and PERSONNEL FILE
in a corporate data base. The data coment of a data management system is the set of
data values that comprise declarative statements concerning the objects of the environment outside the machine system which are of interest to the users of the system (such
as the names cf specific Omployees).

This collection of declarative data about the out-

side world is called the data base and in some sense, represents an abstract model
of the objects in the outside world.

The data bas,, makes up what is usually the majority

(but by no means all) of the data in the data management system.

A large part of the

data in the system may pertain to the definition of data (names, structure, and format of
data itemr)

and its location in the data base.

This data-descriptive data (data about

data) is located in the system directory (or directories). *
It is important to distinguish: clearly between the physical and logical aspects
of data structure.

Physical structure refers to the disposition of data on the storage

media and is usually connotated by such words as: bit, byte, word, page, segment, block,
track, reel, etc.

These words refer to the physically accessible data elements that

are recognizable by the hardware at variuas processor and accessibility levels.
particular, a page is the allocatable unit in core storage.

In

Each page occupies a known

block of contiguous locations in core. A block, sometimes called segment, * is an
identifiable program or data unit which can occupy a page and can exist both in core
and in external storage media, possibly ;n more than one copy.
Logical structure refers to the named data elements and their relationships.
The named data elements are called items and can be categorized into compound (structured) items and simple (elementary and/or terminal) items. Compound items are items

One of the systems discussed later, IDS, does not have separate directories, but
carries structural information with the data and compiled with its programs.
•* The vord segment is used in a special sense by the designers of GIS.
definition appears in Pardgraph 3. 1 in that system report.
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made up of other items; that is, they have a nested structure.

Simple items are vari-

ables or names of properties or attributes of outside-world elements.

They take data

values; that is, they are unstructured fields in the data base which can be characterized
as to type (binary, integei, alphanumeric, etc.) and length (fixed length or variable
length).

For example. MANUFACTURER may be the name of a simple item or field

in the data base which, in a particular instance, has the value RCA. Synonymously, one
may say the attribute MANUFACTURER has the value RCA.

The outside-world elements

that are described by the declarative data of the data base are messages, events, and/or
objects which form the reason-for-being of the system and are the main concern of its
users.
The term data base itself can be thought of as the name of the maximum item
of data - the root of a data structure tree and all its subnames.

The data base is com-

posed of lesser compound items called statements, files, records, and links. A file is
a compound item made up of an arbitrary number of items called records which have
the same logical structure.

That is, a replicated item and its parent are called a record

and a file, respectively. A link is an item that refers to another item which is physically
remote.

There are two logical interpretations of the relationship between the source

item, containing the link and the target item to which it points.

One is a generic-specific

relationship in which the target item is logically embedded (but physically non-embedded)
in thc- fiource item (and therefore an item with more than one parent). . Another interpretation is an ordering relationship in which the source item precedes the target item (with
no generic relationship implied).

The correct interpretation may be implicit in the proc-

essor, determined by context or position, or may be indicated by an explicit "tag."
In some systems, the term repeated group or repeated set is used to refer to
files that occur within records.

The number of nesting levels of items within items is

logically unlimnLed and may reflect the hierarchic structure of objects in the outside
world (e.g., assemblies and sub-assemblies of components in equipment and systems).
The term statement is use,
structure.

denote a compound item made up of any fixed

Thus files or records are statements of a special kind.
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The following symbols will be used in illustrating logical data strictures in
this survey:

-CD

Statement

-in

File

-cD Record
Field

The following hypothetical, structure employs these symbols:.

A______I*

KF
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SECTION III.

3.1

GIS SYSTEM REORT

3.1.1

Objectives

SYSTEM REPORTS

GIS (Generalized Information System) is a comprehensive Data Management
System that is being develop'-I ;v IBM Federal Systems Division.

It is designed to

operate within Operating System/36Ct to support a wide variety of data processing applications by providing facilities for defining, maintaining, and processing data files and
unformatted text.
GIS provides a user-oriented interface which permits the description of logical
data relationships and processing tasks without concern for the processing devices,
physical formats, and device operations Involved in manipulating the data.
A number of variable parameter statements, which together constitute the GIS
language, are available to allow a user to establIsh and modify the more static control
tables, to enter task specifications, and to control task execution.

The parameter con-

tent of the control tables and task specfication a"e combined at execution time to direct
and control the flow of program operations.

A wide range of file structures and organiza-

tions can be established, maintained, and used.

3-1

3.1.2

Implementation and Status
GIS is a set of programs for System/360 that are designed to perform data file

establishment, maintenance, retrieval, and presentation operations that are common to
4iany data processing applications.

CS is expected to function on a range of System/360

configurations under control of O8/360. It may be opt rated in either a job sequential mode
or a teleprocessing (multiprogramming) mode with remote terminals.

The minimum con-

figuration for the job sequential mode is Model 30 F (65,536 bytes of core storage) and,
for the teleprocessing mcde, a Model 40G (131,072 bytes of core storage).

In addition,

GIS programs require approximately 500,000 bytes of direct access secondary storage
and an interval timer.
GIS programs are run as jobs under the OS/360.

The Iimplementation language

for the GIS translator and system programs is Assembler Language.

Parts of GIS are

expected to be available in 1967.
Although quite different in concept and design from its predecessors, GIS is
the latest in en evolutionary line of IBM file control systems, represented by TUFF,
TUFF/TUG, FFS, and IPS, * developed for military operations control centers by IBM
Federal Systems Di

31on. GIS will be supported by an IBM Applications Group (Type II

support).
3.1.3

System Description

3.1.3.1

User LaWgag•

3.1.3.1.1 General.

Although GIS runs as a job within 08/360, it has many of the features

of an operating system itself. A GIS job is made up of a series of JOB control cards
followed by a task specification. Within each task GIS will exercise control over a number
of GIS and non-GIS (user supplied) programs.
0S/360 provides the overall control at a given installation concerned with
receiving, queueing, and oxemutng jobs. Core memory allocation, channel time allocation,
program loading, and multiprogramming functions are all handled by Oa/360

The G7S

• See RADC-TR-61-189, Vol. U for a discussion of IPS.
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run is initiated by OS/360 in response to the GIS JOB cards.

GIS itself has a control

mechanism which interprets the task specification.
The task specification contains task control information, the names of generalized
GIS service functions (e.g., CALL and QUERY), the parameters needed to perform the
desired action, and user-supplied (non-GIS) programs.
There are two basic modes of GIS operation: JOB-oriented and TP-oriented
(telecommunication processing-orientation).

The TP-oriented mode takes advantage of

the capability of OS/360 to handle mtltiple messages from the telecommunication devices
attached to the system.

In the TP-oriented mode, multiprogramming controls in OS/?e0

make it unnecessary to initiate a new job for cach new t ask specification.

In the'JOB-

oriented mode of operation, the user may enter the job from a variety of devices, including
telecommun:cation devices, but, as stated above, must initiate a new job for each task
specification.

The job is then processed in accordance with the priority assigned by the

originator.
3.1.3.1.2 Job Specification Language.

GIS provides a language for specifying the tasks that

compose a job, their parameters, and the condition for their execution.

Task specifications

can be saved by GIS and executed when called by the user.
The formal for the request to save a task specification is given below:
SAVE INPUT STATEMENT SET <task name> <task specification>
A task specification in the GIS Language is a series of commands and conditional statements to execute GIS and user-supplied (non-GIS) programs.
4

A task specification may

contain open (formal) parameters whose values must be supplied by the task specification
which names them, or by the user at request time.
A GIS program named CALL will bind the formal parameters of a program.

Its

parameters are a task name and its parameter value list:
CALL <task name> <parameter list>
The parameter list must st'pply values for all the formal parameters of the task named.
Formal parameters in the task specification are named

$1 $ .$2 $
indilcating the sequence in which their values must be supplied.
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Operation of this program or any other GIS program in a job requires a

command of the form:
OPERATE GIS PG <program name>
PARAMETER EQ <parameter list>
For example, the statement:
OPERATE GIS PG CALL PAYROLL PARAMETER EQ AUG 7
will cause the GIS program "CALL" to bind the user supplied program "PAYROLL"
with its parameter "DATE" = AUG 7
For user (non-GIH

proarams in which no parameter binding is necessary, the command

is of the form
I
OPERATE <program name>
3.1.3.1.3 Query Language. As part of the Job specification and request language discussed in the preceding paragraph, GIS has a condition-defining capability which permits
a logical (Boolean) condition that must be satisfied by each .'ecord before it is eligible
Conditional statements can be inserted in any task specification
as a condition for further processing, such as retrieval, data reduction, updating, reporting, etc. When combined with a retrieval, reporting, or tabulating function, GIS
for further processing.

accomplishes what is called a QUERY. In a query, certain functional and data reduction
operations to be earrieu. out, as well as the format aLwhich the data is to be presented,
can be specified.
A QUERY task specification begins with the word QUERY, foi:owed by a file
name, a logical condition to be satisfied by records of the file, and a statement specifying
the data to be extracted and the processing to be carried out on eligible records.

Because

of the file name requirement, a QUERY is limited to i single, identifiable file.
3.1,3.1.3.1 Co.nditional Statements.

The conditional statements involve terms which

take the following form:
<nam• of field> <comparison to be made> <basis of comparlaon>
14-

Zt
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These terms may be combined with AND, OR,
be used as required.

mnd AND NOT operators.

Parentheses may

For example,

IF AGE EQ 21 AND HAIR EQ BLOND OR BROWN
<name of field> may be any valid field name in the file being addressed.
<basis of comparison> may be any field value.
<comparison to be nade> may include any of the following operators:

I

, > , < , BETWEEN, SCAN, MASK, CHANGEI

=, > , < ,

The SCAN operator tests the field for the particular pattern of characters specified

The

MASK operator permits "don't-care' positions in the scan. The CHANGE operator does
not require a basis of comparison. It will indicate "true" for any value which is different
from the value of the same field in the previous record.
ilhe truth value of each term is evaluated with respect to the appropriate data
elements.

These truth values are then combined according to the condition (IF - statement),

following the usual rules of Boolean algebra with respect to tht AND, OR, and AND NOT
connectives.
Those data items for which the condition is true are subject to the processing
given in tht. remainder of the QUERY task specliication, as indicated below.
3.1.3.1.3.2 Summary Operations.

A facility exists to create summaries subs-equent to

retrieval but prior to final output (i.e., in jt QUERY).

The following operators are included:

TOTAL - causes the summalihon of the non-blank ent'ies
of the specified fiela for all selected records.
COUNT - counts the number of non-blank entries of a specified field.
TALLY - counts the number of times a proceaure encounters
the TALLY statement.
AVERAGE - causes an averapg

to be calculatd for a, specified

field.
3.1.3.1.3.3 DLa

Pr@untation,

Two commands nriy be ured to 'btaln data presentations

durive an update or retrieval tsk.
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MST - distributes across the page the data (under associated
field headings) from the selected fields. A standard format
is used and the output appears on the device associated with
the query input device.
FORMAT - permits interrupted field headings and data lines,
variable width, height, and spacing, and output device selection.
Either command can be pre-stored in the task specification for the query or
added at run time.
3.1.3.1.4

Data Description Language.

GIS gives the user' (e. g., the prog,ýammer)

the ability to define a file once and then refer to the file and its records and fields, by
name (in task specifications), without further reference to its storage format or organization. GIS stores and refers to the data description so that tasks can be executed
which reference data elements symbolically.

Data organization or fc -mat may be changed

without necessarily invalidating established task specifications which refer to the modified
data descriptions. The data descriptions and file processing controls are stored in a
standardized table structure for each file.
3.1.3.2

Data Organization and Structures

3.1.3.2. 1 Data Base Orbmization.

The most generic

ataw element in GIS is the file,

and each data description must begin with a file name and is, in effect, a file description.
The types of structures which can exist in a file,, however, are quite varied and general.
A file is composed of an arbitrary number of items, called records, of the
same logical structure.

A record may have a multilevel 4tructure which may be detscribed

as follows: a GIS record is composed of a single "segment"' followed by some defined
number of embedded files. where a segnmert in a string of a defined number of fields (at
the same level In the record).

This defines (recursively) what is catlled a file in GIS.

The general logical struc-

ture of a GIS file is illustrated in Figure 3-1.
The word segment is GIS terminology.

It is a DM-1 s8taoment whosc :ubitems are fields.
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A GIS File

}

An arbitrary number
Af records

Segment

A single segment

J

kS

Some fixed number
of fields

tSome

fixec&

number of

Sfiles

Figure 3-1.

A GIS File

When there is more than one embedded file in a record (at the same le-el), epch
embedded segment must be identified by one of several optionr, (to be described beio

such

as a keyfieldwhichis common to all tegments at that level aind which takes a ,•nique value
for each embedded file. An example of a GIS file oaganliation is shown in Figure 3-2,
which shows the structure of a hypothetical file called File Zero, The ref'ords of File
Zero contahn a Level 00 segment (made up of fields C, D, and E) and two subflle•. These
embedded files, Subfile lA anl %Nblfe IB, contain Level 01 segments %hc-az first field
is a key field whos'm value is " A" for Suibfile IA and "IB"t for Subf!le IB. The Lell 01
segment in IA recoz; conaain the additional fields r and G.

F

records contains the field J In addition to the key.

The Leve! 01 segment of 1B

The IA records also contain s Level 02

File, The Level 02 segmnct need not contain a key field as there is only one Level 02
segment.type in the st•uetme.

The Level 02 segment contains the information fields H and I.
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Since the size of a subordinate file mny be different in each parent record, a
definition of file size (subrecord occurrence control) must be established for each file.
Three options

st,hrecord occurrence control are provided by GIS, as illustrated in

Figure 3-3. In the first optoua, Figure 3-3(a), each segment must contain a recordcount field for each subordinate iPl

(File 1A and File IB).

In the second option, PLkey field which is present in every segment must be
defined.

In Figure 3-4(b), this key le shown,, 3 the first field of every segment. Its

vaNeu is 11Z11 in every File Zero record, "1A" in every File 1A record, and "IB" in
every File 1B record.

Thus, the key ffeld serves as anidentifier of every segment, thus

fuffilling ýhe needs of subi acord occurrence control at the expense of the space for this field
in every segment.
In tme thfrd option., a untque one-character termination code is used to signal the
end A evety file. As Indicated in Figure 3-3(c), the File Termination Code occurs as
a si'dgle charactber after the last record of every file. While this device is efficient in
space, it is usable only where it can be guaranteed that the bit pattern representing the
File Termination Code cannot occur as the first character of a segment. *
A field is a terminal GIS item - the smallest unit of data that can be referenced
or descri~ed.

The required descriptive elements for a field are its relative position in the

segment, its name (and synonym, if any), its type, and its length.

of the foUowinr.
(I)

Field type may be an,

Binary,

(2)

Decimal,

(3)

Floating peint,

(4)

Alphanumeric.

An alphanumeric field m'ay be either fixed or variable in length, whereas all others must
be fixed-length.

Length control for a variable-length field may be provided by one of two

options: count or terminating code.

In the count option, each occurrence of the variable-

length field will be preceded by a "length" field indicating the number of characters for
this occurrence of the field. In the terminating- ode option a user-selected special
characte tis employed to mark the end of each occurrence of the variable-length field.
The QIS Application Manual implies that this character may not occur in any field - a
consid••hly Stronger restriction.
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3.1.3.2.2 Physical Data Formats,

In order to acoommodate various processing require-

ments, GIS provides three physical format options for files shown in Figure 3-4.

In the

first option (inear record), shown in Figure 3-4(a), the data in each record is physically
stored in the same sequence as its logical definition. That is, referring to the file shown
in Figure 3-3, the fields of the Level 00 segmer' are followed by all Level 01 segments
of File IA, followed by all Level 01 records of File IB.

(If the 1A records had contained

a Level 02 File, those segments would have preceded the Level 01 segments of File lB.)
In the second and third options (split records), only the segments in the same
level of each file are stored contiguously.

In option two (link type split record), shown

in Figure 3-4(b), and Figure 3-5(a), a link field occurs as the .ast field of each embedded
segment.

This field points from each embedded segment to the location of the segment

to which it is subordinate (detail-to-master linkage).
In option three (chain-type split records), shown in Figure 3-4(c) and Figure
3-5(b), a chain of links exists which originates in each master segment and threads
through, each record of an embedded file and back to the master.

Thus, a master segment

would contain a link field for each of its embedded files and, also, a link field to the next
record (or its master, If it is the last record) at its own level. (Thus, a chain-type split
record has the same struc~ure as an IDS record, which is to be discussed in Paragraph
3.2).
3. 1. 3.2.3 Indexing.
Figure 3-6.

Indexes in GIS can be organized in any of the four ways shown in

The simple indexes shown inFigures 3-6(a) and (c) will index fields occurring

in the Level 00 segment of a file. The compound index shown In Figures 3-6(b) and (d)
can index fVelds occurring in either a Level 00 segment or a Level 01 segment.

Either

a linear or split physical organization can be employed in a simple or compound index.
The index value entries are ordered by data-field value. In the case of a linear compound
index, the entries are ordered on both the argument (a Level 00 field value) and subargument (Level 01 field value).
3.1.4

Comparison With DM-1
GIS will offer a programming language, a user-oriented query and command

language, and a set of basic data management functions such as data definition, update,
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and query. GI programs are compiled by the GIS translator and become jobs which
run within Operating System/360. Thus, although constrained to a particular operating
system, GIS provides the user with a data management system of broad capability. There
is a capability of incorporating user-supplied non-GIS tasks in the GI8 job. These may
be written in other procedural languages such as FORT RAN or COBOL but since they may
make no use of GI8 services, and since they are bound to parameter and data speifications
at compile time, they do not have the advantage of the data independence of GIB programs.
DM-1 differs from GIS in that the operating system functions of job control are
integrated with DM-1, whereas no procedural language, as such, is part of DM-1. As a
result, the user has a uniform interface with the system for entering the definitions of jobs
to be run, and for triggering their execution. The data-access sýrvices to tasks running
within DM-1 are provided by resident, reentrant system routines that are accessible via
calls in the object program which are executed dynamically. With the excepticn of I/O
and the necessity of describing 1/0 parameters to DM-1, program development proceeds
au normal, utilizing the languages appropriate to the problem.
Both GI and DM-1 have a query language with capability of expressing a logical
condition of complete generality. Likewise, both systems have indexes which can be used
for efficient retrieval of data which satisfies the conditional expression. DM-1 uses an
efficient search strategy which utilizes processing that is largely confined to the index in
determining the logical position of data satisfying the condition. In GIS, the indexes use
physical, rather than logical, addresses to refer to data, thereby implying more direct
access to data but additional maintenance due to physical data movement. In GIS, several
index structures are offered, but it is not clear from available documentation whether these
are options open to the programmer or whether the choice of index structure is implied
by the type of data structure used. It is likewise unclear whether the simple index structure
is used efficiently (e.g., logical product searches) to answer complex queries. GI0offers
the capability of using masks on the compared values to provide for a "don't-care" capability
within a field. DM-l does not presently have this capability (although It can be added). Also
available within the GI8 query is the use of several summary operators such as COYNT
and AVERAGE. This capability is also potentially available in the DM-1 query but will
be implemented initially as analytic tasks (invoked in the job using the query).
in summary, both GI0 and DM-I are hIgb-capability data management systems
with some similarity in techniques used, such as data and index structura and query and
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job languages. Considerable differences exist, however, in the approach taken in the two
systems in the manner of Interface of the data msanigement system with the programmer
and with the operating system. The GIS programmer must use the GIS language as his
procedural language and compile an object program which runs as a job within the operating system. The DM-1 programmer uses standard procedural languages such *a COB0OL,
The data services of DM-1 are available to the programmer as resident ex"'iutive level
services that sai A'tegrated as an operating system/data management system environment.
3.2

IDS

3.2.1

Objectives

IDS (Integrated Data Store) is a programming system for implementing data
processing systems or applications. Through extensio!As to the COBOL language and
compiler, IDS permits the programmer to use mass random-access storage as an extension of memory. Furthermore, IDS iq intended to give the programmer an efficient
data organization technique, and a language in which to implement data processing applications and systems. Some of the advantages claimed for the IDS programmer (as
compared to the COBOL programmer) are as follows:
(1)

A reduction in time for the design and programming
Involved in the impkznentatlon of business systems.

(2)

A technique for organizing records that Is based on
their meaning and acsoclation with related records
in a mass storage environment.

(3)

An effif~ient utilization of mass storage~ devices.

IDS, provides a method of describing complex information structures through
the association of data record contents. Onwe the data Is described, the system automatically creates a physical structure which suits the iaardware requirements of the mass storage device. The task of organizing data sets for meaningful association is handled by the
IDS System. This association is achieved by the use of chains, which provide crossreference linkages between records of a file.
The COBOL langufige offers the programmer services in field and sequential
rr- 3rd processing. However, it io Inadequate whens processing records In the random
COBOL language stat'w-ntas such as those for read/
ervironment of thi mass storag.
rutder than randotn actions. The burden of organizing
write operations produce se*-.
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data ecords and the responsibilfty for the logic involved In processing and maintaining
these records Is placed upoL ýhe programmer.

IDS extends the range of the COBOL

language by incorporating the four powerful IDS inshructious - STORE, RETRIEVE,
MODiFY, and DELETE - as extensione to the COBOL language. Theae perform the
logical fun dons of record storage, retrieval, modification and deletion.

These macro-

instructions work in conjunction with, and as a supplement to, the normal COBOL language.

S3.2.2
*

Implementation

nd Status

The Integrated Data Store Is a product of the General Electric Company's
corporate research Iwo integrated business systems. Its earliest roots extend back to
the system of Report and File Maintenar -7 Generators developed by the General Electric
Company at Hanford, Washington.

That development work was culminated in the develop-

ment of 9PAC (later 90PAC), the Report. and File Maintenance Generators for the IBM709.
The 9PAC ideas, which were well suited to serWl files, were further generalized to handle
the capabilities and help solve problems associated with raldom-access storage.
The Integrated Data Store is presenly operational on the GE-200, GE-400,
&anGE-6(0O series compiters.
tion basis in early 1964.

The GE-200 implementation was first used on a produc-

It reqtires 16Kof memory for minimum use. The GE-200 UDS

differs from the GE-400 and GE-600 IDfS in that it was integrated with the general assembly
language for :he GE-200 rather than with COBOL. This caused some clumsiness in the
uae of the language.

However, the performance was not affected.

IDS itself is Implemented

In assembly hIiguage.
*

3.2.3.

S3.2.3,

System Descripton
O__.ILIr on. IDS Is oriented for use by sytem designers and programmers

rather than eystem users. That I , IDS does not ontain a Job request language, a Job

specification lnu~age, a query -language, or other user-orieonted languages. It contains
a programmer language made up of• the COBOL language plus a series of extensions dosigned to ,•wgment COBOL by infxouolag a capability of processing linked data structures.
A description ol the IDS Ryatim will be broken down ioo paragraphs concerning the file
structure In 11), acces mneanlms, processing capability, and programmer language
description.
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S3.2.3.2

File Structure.

IDS provides the ability to store and retrieve records of any

length within a mass memory. Each record type is defined by COBOL record definitions
to contain a specified number of fixed-size fields and to participate in a specified number
of chains.

Different record types have different fields, may participate in potentially

different chains, and, therefore, may have different record lengths.

The data fields may

be any format permissible within COBOL.
The most characteristic feature of IDS is its file structure.

The IDS File

structure follows a threaded list format similar to that described by Perlis.

(A threaded

list is a linked list structure in which the last item on every list is linked back to the
parent itein that started the list).

In IDS, each record may be an element in a linked

list (since items are in a threaded list structure).

A file of records may be subordinated

to a master record by linking to the first member of the subordinate file and chaining
from thatpointthrough each record in the subordinate file through the last one and then
back to the master record.

This closed-loop chaining is characteristic of all detail

record structures in IDS. A diagram of this structure is shown in Figure 3-7(a).
In the notation of a tree diagram, this data structure would be represented as
0bown in Figure 3-7(b).

If stored as a contiguous string, this would be logically equivalent

to the embedded structure shown in Figure 3-7(c).
There is no limit to the number of records that may exist in a chain or to the
number of detailed chains associated with a single master record in IDS. Likewise,
there is no limit to the depth of nesting that is permitted; I.e., a record in a chain that
A

is subordinate to a given record may in turn have other subordinate record chains.
multilevel structure representing a hypothetical data base is given in Figure 3-8.

The

IDS chaining approach to this structu.-e is shown In Figure 3-9.
The items at a given level in an IDS record are fixed-format, fixed-length
records in the COBOL tradition; i.e., the length and format of a specific type of record
are fixed by the specifications of the system designer. Records may have any number of
data fields, each of which is defined as some number of decimal, alphabetic, or alphanumeric characters.

Each record contains *n identification area (which will be discussed

A. J. Perlis and C. Thornton, "Symbol Manipulation by Threaded Lists,"
CACM 3.4 (April, 1966), 195-204.
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Figure 3-10. Foinat Ot IDS Records

below), a declarative area which can contaln information concerning the objects or subject matter of the file, and a third area which contains structural links to other records.
These structural links consist of the address of the next record in the chain, the addres'
of a detail, a subrecord to this one, or, optionally, links to prior records in the chain or
the master record of the chain. This threaded-list approach permits very flexible data
organizations to bW represented in the system. Not only is the arbitrary nesting of one
file within a record of another permitted, but records may be linked according to arbitrary criteria of similarity. The format of a typical IDS record is shown in Figure 3-10.
The logical otrcture is mapped Into a fixed block size on random-access
storage, e.g., disc. A block may contain any combination of record types that are
linked into their respective chains.

Space is fully utilized by the automatic packing of

these records within the block. During processing, complete blocks are read into memory.
Therefore, with proper data organization, it is hoped that much of the needed information
will be available in a sing!e file access.
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V.

Every block begins with a header record. This record contains several control
fields used by the system, as follows:

(1)

Reference address of the block,

(2)

Space available In the block for additional records, and

(3)

An I/O control symbol that indicates whether the block
has been altered since retrieval.

Records within Che block contain an identification field which gives the relative
location of the record In the block, the record type, and the record length.
3.2.4

Access Mechanisms

An input-butput controller in IDS controls the mass storage device. Its major
function is to control the flow of blocks of records in and out of the paged memory in
response to commands to store, -retrieve, modify, and delete specific data records. Tc
minimize the mass storage seek-and-transfer time, an inventory of data blocks is
maintained in memory. These blocks are stored in buffer areas in memory. The number
of buffer pages depends on the amount of space available after the MS)5 subroutines and the
problem-solving routines have been loaded.
The greater the number of data blocks stored in core memory, the greater the
possibility that the nne that is needed next will already be there. To further improve the
possibility of finding the desired block in memory, the input-output controller keeps track
of the sequence of block utilization and holds the most recently active blocks in memory.
Blocks which are infrequently accessed are retired from memory as oth.sa are called in.
The input-output controller notes which pages have been modified and writes only the
modified pages back to mass storage.
Once the input-output controller finds a place for the block in memory, it locates
the record called for in the page. The fields from the record will be unpacked into working
storage if a MOVE TO WORKING STORAGE command is specified.
NV

3.2.5

Programmer La4

ae

ID8 provides the programmer with the ability and requirement to predefine
his records, their data fields, and their linkage fields. Once these records and fields
have been defined, the programmer is free to operate upon the records without further
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concern for the details of Input or outut- the linkage of records, or the protection of the
data from erroneous accm 7s,
All hardware manipulation and 'Iformin•.'r
r acesi• ccntrol of the disc
storage units is carried out automatfcal, to anhic . he fot!, ..ajcr processing functions:

3.2.6

(1)

STORE - stor~s infoi.ntkn ane

(2)

RETRIEVE - retrieves informati,- f•.m the tile,

(3)

MODIFY - changes or updat-s inforr,!'ti.ý an i..Ainks
chains where necessary, ana

(4)

DELETE - removes information fron, the file and relinks chains.

'I ir

chains,

Comparison With DM-4

IDS provides a system building tool to the programmer by giving the COBOL
language and compiler the capability to process chained data structures in random-access
memory. This COBOL programmer orientation necessarily precludes the use of other
procedural languages for IDS programs, but it allows IDS to be uncommitted to a particular
operating system, command languages, or data management strategy.
DM-1, on the other hand, is largely independent of any one procedural language.
In that sense, it Is an operating system which can accept and run obje,_. code that is
generated by a variety of translators. It provides data-access services dynamically at
run time through program calls to resident service routines. Definition of data structures

and program parameters are separate processes tha&are executed by system support
functions and which are prerequisite to task execution.
From the definition given in Section II, it can be seen that IDS is not a data
maagement system by Itself, since It lacks a user-oriented interface. Rather, it is
a 3et ,-I tools wtlch permits the COBOL programmer to solve a specific data management
paoblem More generally, by providing random-access-oriented, logical-record processing
cspabifines which are not specifically avaibable in the COBOL language, IDS permits the
programmer to design and implement a specific data management system that is suited
w a user's requirements. No query language or other user-oriented command language
in built into IDS. By being restricted to chained data structures, however, an easertially
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ls.. prosequential search strategy must be used. Also, with hained atru&_:z.%;,
cessing is possible, and link addresses are embedded with the data. Powerful techniques
for performing logical product searches, such as address list intersection, are not
effective with the chaining type of access used in IDS.
DM-1 uses a centralized data structure definition table and physical contiguity
of structurally related data (within a block), in addition to logical linkage. This results
in compact data sets and efficient utilization of physical storage. Direct physical linkage
is used in only one table in DM-1.

Another difference between IDS and DM-4 is the vari-

Fields may be of variable length (including zero) as well as
fixed length. Variable length items are stored in /!-.'iable length space. It is also permitted to define Iems (of any structure) which need not be acw.ounted for when they are
ability of items permitted.

L

missing (in input data), and no space is dedicated for missing optional items in storage.
3.3

MULTICS

3.3.1

Objectives
MUfTICS (MULTiplex Information and Computing Service) is an operating sys-

tem for the GE 645 computer system being developed by three organizations: The Bell
Telephone Laboratories, the General Electric Company, and Project MAC at MIT. The
system will be the standard operating system for that computer - a multiprocessor for
simultaneous processing of real-time and batch jobs.
MULTICS is being developed as a monitor which will accept input from a large
number of remote consoles as well as control read-time applications, batch processing,
and jobs which are mixtures of batch processing and console requests. An interesting
feature of MULTICS is that it is designed npecifically with low overhead costs in mind.
For example, an important goal is to operate effectively during overload.
techniques haves been specffically designed for this purpose.

Scheduling

The designers of MULTICS view the GE 645 computer center as an open-shop
computer "utility" which must provide service on demand and without advance notice.
There may be as many as 1000 remote typewriter consoles subscribing to the MULTICS
facility.

Depeedir- on the program demands of the users, as many as 100 may be active

at one time.
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The MULTICS designers expect that, although an initial capability is expected to
be operational in 1966, the design of MULTICS will continue to evolve.

Indeed, the basic

design philosophy is to permit and encourage this evolution in capability.
3.3.2

Implementation and Status
MULTICS Is now In the preliminary stages of implementation, and detailed

design information has not been released.

Available documentation* is concerned with

outlining gualu and the techniques to accomplish these goals. Specific procedures for use of the
system have notbeen established. Th7 language in which MULTICS is being programmed is P L/I.
The minimum hardware configuration with which 645 MULTICS can run is one
645 CPU, 64K of core memory, one high-speed drum or one disc unit, four tape units, and
eight typewriter consoles.

However, MULTICS will not run efficiently on this minimum con-

figuration, and would normally be operated thus only when a substantial part of a larger
configuration was unavailable for some reason.
A small but useful hardware complement would be 2 CPU units, 128K of core,
4 million words of high speed drum, 16 million words of disc, 8 tapes, 2 card readers,
2 line prinvrs, 1 card punch, and 30 consoles.
The initial implementation of 645 MULTICS software is designed to support

P

maximum configuration of up to 8 CPU's, up to 16 million words of core, up to 2 high
speed drums, up to 300 million words of disc and disc-line devices, up to 32 tares, up
to 8 card readers, 8 punches, 16 printers, and up to 1000 or more typewriter consoles.
It will not, of course, operate efficiently (or in some cases at all) with an arbitrary and
unbalanced mixture of these. For instance, 645 MULTICS would not run well with 6 CPU's
and 128K words of core.
3.3.3

User Lavguages
Specifications for user languages are not present in any available documentation.

It might be reasonable to assume, however, that a Job Specification Language is contemplated for the MULTICS system. "
The sole source of information for this report is the set of six papers presented at the
1965 FJCC and referenced in the bibliography. Design details of MULTICS have
not been released as yet.
*" This is conjecture: bitt, since the GE-645 Is to operate as a time-shared system, It
seems reasonable.
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The lack of a query language and item awareness at the field level keep
MULTICS from being considered a data management system.
3.3.4

Job Processing Strateg
Since MULTICS is meant to be the operating system of a computing utility

that ,4erves many ,n-line users, a basic aspect of its character is discernible from its
job processing strategy. The designers claim that a computing facility that Is almost
nz-- e- overioaded, is spending too much money for computing hardware and that the system
state will osciil:t. bet,,een/overload and underload. They further observe that the
performance of the operaLing systen m'wst be judged during the periods of overioad, and
that denial of service to new ii-ers during these periods is better than degrading service
over the entire population.
the system must provi•

The fol:,)wing somewhat contradictory statements are made:

serv~e on demaWd without advance notice and without batching

or preswheduling; t,,e schuIuler should get information concerning the urgency o, lobs
from human beings, and tht .,,heduler

should not have any built-in assumptions that

console jobs are elt er mor't or less urgent than absentee jobs, or that short runs are
either more or less urgent 4%a

long runs.

They do not resolve the question of how it

is possible to get an i&4i•cb.- of urgency from a console that has been locked by the
executive program a&!
3.3.5

dewed service because of an overload.

Processing C•psbibi1
In the Penre 4 -i emwral "Ata management system, MULTICS has verv little

processing capability

s74•e a t3 -xu ne -road in scope of application and deals with a data

structure whose eiemenm. _re tei
an operating systemn with .,r&,
efficient paging, add data-acce".
MULTICS ioes i
inent function. khowever

cecrds, and Slocks.

However, it is designed to be

Ih.n tW 3taml'rd capability for multiuser controi;
protIer on.
-ý-j(le

a qunery system or other user-oriented data mnnage-

s5ince t w a gewiral-purpoee operating system, MULTICS will

uupport jobs and provide all, iat, managetn&nt services, and, p, esumably, will possess
the usual'complenenntut o aervýce :uid utility functions.
3.3.6

File Str•rtrrc
MULTICS data manalemen Ltin•ons are concerned mainly with the most general

types of data set manipuiation.

This

w1-is, of the functions deal with the data base only
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as a set of files.

Thert in little provision (published) for manipulation of the contents of

the files, except at the pLvsical level (I. e., blocks).

One exception to this very general

statement is the fact that tLe user has at his disposal the ability to create and manipulate
a directory or directories ot files. Since a directory is basically a file and allows the
manipulation of named data sea`s (for example, there are data-liiAdng operators), some
intermediate level data structur'ng facility is offered.
These comments are cotsistent with the notion that a file is formatless at the
system level.

In general, this contributes to the fact that the user can view his storage

as being infinite and homogeneous. T.at is, the file designer need not worry about individual formats (fields or records) being c.insistent with a particular disc, drum, or other
storage-medium addressing scheme.
The MULTICS system, as describ-d, offers the facilities to link nodes which
are not connected a priori in the basic structure, and to name paths through the tree,
as well as naming the nodes.

There Is also an operator which allows the user to link

These facilities are most uaeful in the MULTICS system if the user wishes to
write his own search procedure. A generalized se&orch is offered, but it may be bypassed

paths.

in favor of one which is individually tailored to a pardaular file.
A tree hierarchy of directories exists.

The directories consist of a lis• of

entries, each of which is a pointer to either a file, another directory, or another entry
in the sameor another directory. A master directory is at the root of the tree.

Des-

criptive information concerning each entry in the directory is contained in the directory.
An access mode is associated with each entry. This assures privacy of files.

A tree

search of directory branches is used to find a file. Records of the file are then accessed
sequentially, with the file being viewed as a linear array with a single subscript. The
user may himself reference an element of a file by specifying the symbolic name of the
file and its linear index (subscript value). No data structuring capability wit~hin the
record (fields, sub-files, etc.1 is present in MULTICS. Data structuring is completely
defined by the user within his program.
Facilities are included for the on-line maintenance of the directory by the
programmer/user.

Files may be malntaiued either on-lEne or off-line.
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I
No output formatting is specified in the available documentation.
The user of MULTICS can assume an essentially unlimited amount of singlelevel, on-line storage when designing a system.

Since the features of most operating

systems are included in MULTICS, the user also has at his disposal other items such as
dynamic storage allocation and the like. *
It is important to recognize, however, that MULTICS per se is not adatarmanagement system as the term is used in this report. The currently described MULTICS system is designed primarily as an operating system and, therefore, lacks many of the
features normally associated with a data management system (e. g., it lacks a query
language). Furthermore, the notion of file structure appears to be more oriented toward
systems operation and the control of program segments, rather than toward data files.
However, the file management aspects of the system are such that they warrant analysis
in this context.
The designers of the MULTICS system have paid particular attention to the
problems of ensuring privacy to a file or a set of files.

In general, the MULTICS sys-

tem will be designed so that permission to access a file will rest logically on the branches
(or branch) which pointgs) to the file. There are five attributes to a set of permissions
RAP,
READ, flX1CUTE, WTRTE, and APPEND). These
which control access to it file /
attributes are essentially boolean flags which may be on or off for a particular user.
ik

TRAP Is said to be logically powerful enough to subsume the otner four attributes, which
are called usage attributes.
3.3.7

Comparison With DM-1
MULTICS is an operating system for the GE-645 computer which will be able

N.

to support a broad spectrum of procedural languages amd programming systems for data
processing and scientific applications in either user on-line or batch mode. The logical
data item services in MULTICS are limited to the file and record level.

At those

levels, however, complete multilevel directory access can be constructed, with accessrights safeguarded for reading and writing.

It in important to remember that the usor is likely to be the programmer, and that
jobs are likely to mean the name as programs.
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To a large extent, the data access services of MULTICS complement, rather
than overlap, those of DM-1. DM-l furnishes logical item access services at all levels
of logical data structure, but relies on a separate input-output system for physical device

1/0 and storage allocation. Access rights protection exists at all data levels in DM-1, and
specific access rights may be contingent on the value of specified data items.
A basic objective of DM-1 (as well as MULTICS) is to achieve an optimal response to non-planned service requests.

The basic strategy in DM-1 which, it is felt, can

enable it to achieve this objective is the use of a stored user list and job description list.
All job requests will be requests from reo'onlzed users to run predefined jobs. (The acts
of adding new users or jobs to the lists are themselves predefined system support jobs.)
Each user has a known priority and rights for data access, and each job has an estimated
running time.

The intent in DM-1 is to read all job requests within a reasonable response

time and then to schedule job execution on the basis of the known urgency (a function of
priority, deadline, and running time estimate) of all jobs in the curre,
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